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Who do you believe I Am for your life?

I will never condemn your sins, but My Light corrects the path that deviates from My purpose.

My Divine Mercy is also Divine Justice and it promises victorious merits to those hearts that in
sincerity and in honesty, are united to this Source of wonders and of healing.

Now the time marks the moment of a real definition; the moment of accepting Me as the only love
or as the flagship banner.  My Trust intends to embrace the good servers so that they may feel full
and satisfied in the path that they are realizing.

In My Greater Kingdom are guarded the most precious treasures, those that evil has always tried to
possess through My own: as Love, that for the enemy is unknown;  Faith, which is an immaterial
energy that renews all that is stagnant; and Mercy, which is the expression of the greatest universal
forgiveness experienced by Me during the Passion.

Now I need that My Soldiers recline themselves before the Altars of My Father, to ask forgiveness
and wisdom during the interminable path of this transition.

My paternal and affectionate Arms are open to receive the need of the simple and the humble.  To
break the old shell of pride and of vanity, of lust and of lying, will not be easy for many.  Who in
truth is in Me will be liberated from themselves and will find Me at the end of all of the path,
accomplishing the sacred promise that one time was made before My Celestial Father.

All the paths of service and of charity, of consecration and of collaboration lead directly to My
Sacred Heart.  I hope that in this last time the hundred and forty-four thousand servers are
confirmed, because the time indicates the hour of purification and of absolute surrender to God.

My Heart is among the servers.  I thank the dedication that in these days My Servers of the Most
Holy Mother are offering in Venezuela, because this nation and many more need to invoke the
infinite power of My Divine Mercy.

In this way I will always be able to help you.

Under the Grace of God, be blessed.

Thank you for seeking My Heart!

Christ Jesus of Mercy


